SPH ACQUIRES SGCARMART AND LAUNCHES TWO MORE ONLINE PLATFORMS

SPH acquired sgCarMart, Singapore’s leading car site, and launched STClassifieds and STCars, a best-in-class platform for users to find whatever they need online and an improved buy-sell-rent platform for motorists and dealers respectively.

SPH REIT MAKES STRONG SHARE MARKET DEBUT

SPH launched SPH REIT, which made a strong share market debut following its listing on the Singapore Exchange.

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

Lianhe Zaobao and Lianhe Wanbao celebrated their 90th and 30th anniversaries this year. The New Paper also celebrated its 25th birthday with a Mardi Gras party.

SPHERE CONFERENCES VENTURES INTO MYANMAR

Sphere Exhibits set up office in Malaysia and ventured into Myanmar through Sphere Conferences.

Kiss92 is ranked 3rd amongst the English radio stations in Singapore according to the Nielsen Radio Diary Survey in June 2013.

SPH APPS FOR SMARTPHONES AND TABLETS

The Straits Times launched apps for smartphone, iPad and Android tablets while Lianhe Zaobao launched apps for iPhone and Android smartphones. The Business Times iPad app also made its debut.